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In this paper we give a survey about recent results Irl partition (Ramsey) theory for finite 
lattices. The first part is concerned with geometric formulations and generalizations of Ramsey’s 
theorem. The second part is concerned with partition properties with various classes of finite 
lattices. 
It seems t3 be a common place that every paper on partition (Ramsey) theory 
has to mention the ‘classical’ partition theorem of Ramsey at least once. So why 
not start with it’! 
Thecrrem. I%r every tiple a, m, k of positn’ve integers there exists a positive inreger n 
such that for every S-coloring 01 the k-element suhsets of an s-element se: there 
exists some m-elemeCzt subset with all its k-element subsets in one color. This 
;n -element subset is called a ‘monochromatic’ s&object. 
After short time reflections this theorem shows one of the demands of partition 
(Ramsey) theory: to look for monochromatic objects. 
Sometimes the desire for monochromatic objects cannot be satisfied. In such a 
situation we have to prove that one always can prevent monochromaticity. 
However, at this state of the discussion it is not all clear what the essence of 
monochromaticity is. And in fact there are two possible ways to define mono- 
chromaticity: 
(i) The geometrical ,tpproach : two objects are considered to be of the same kind 
iP: they have equal ‘dimension’ or size. 
Note that 5 general objects of equal dimension need not be isomorphi:, but 
isomorphic objects necessarily have equal dimension. In this sense monoch-roma- 
tic means that any two objecx gf eqi;a! dimension are colored the same. 
It was Rota’s idea to think about Ramsey’s theorem geometrically. Th.:n he 
asked for different kinds of geometries fo.r which a Ramsey type theorem is valid. 
In Section 1 we give an account on results in this directiorl. e also included 
the H.ales-Jewett theorem and its ge~eraliza~i~~, the titian theorem 
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n-parameter sets. It is amusing to note that n-parameter sets [S] yield a 
noncombinatorial geometry (in the sense of [2]) which has a purely combinatorial 
definition. 
(ii) The categorical approach: two objects are considered to be of the same kind 
iff they are isomorphic. This approach is concerned with the study of partition 
properties of certain classes. Here monochromaticity sl;l~s that anj two objects 
which are isomorphic are colored the same. Loosely speaking ‘partit on property’ 
indicates that the desire for monochromaticity may be satisfied. qor a purely 
catG:gorical definition see e.g. [l 11. In Section 2 we investigate the partition 
properties of various classes of finite lattices. 
it could be worthwhile to note that although finite power-set lattices and linear 
lat!tces share many combinatorial properties they behave totally different with 
res’pect o partition properties. 
1. Geometric foundations 
1.1. Geometries whkh me representable o2re;’ finite fields 
The first theorem that we are going to consider in this section is the iterated 
version of Ramsey’s theorem. 
Notation 1,l. P(n) denotes the lattice of subsets of the n-clement set IZ = 
{O. . . , n - I}. Y,(n) denotes th e ?-element subsets of n, that is &(n) is the kth 
lc\cl in the lattice P(n i. Recall that beneath each X E 9$ (n) there lies a copy of 
:P(kl. i.c., {Y~Pfn)j YGX} forms a P(k)-sublattice of 3~(n). 
Let us call a coloring (mapping) A :9(n) -k 8 ‘monoctnomatic’ iff A(Y) = A(Z) 
for ell Y, 2 ~Btn) with 1 Y] = ]Z]. In other words a monochromatic coloring acts 
constantly on each leve 1, but of course to different levels there may be assigned 
different colors. 
hew-em 1.2 (Ramsey, [ 171). Let 6, k be positive integers. Then there exists a 
pori’ive integer n witl1 the following property: 
I for every coloring A : 9(n I--, 6 there exists an X E gk(n) such that A restricted 
tc! the ;P( k 1 lying heneath X is a rxonochromatic colorin,q, ip otlter words: 
A(Y)=A(Z, for ail Y,ZcX with IYI=lZ(. 
Proposition (R) may be visualized using Fig. I. 
It is well known that finite power-set Iattices and the subspace lattices of finite 
Lrcctcrspaces srlarc many combinator.;al properties. Consider e.g. th.: recursion 
formulas for binomial coe:ticienis, antI the ~~~ss..~~¶orn~~ia~ coefhcients [I]. It 
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A acts at,bitrarily 
k' th level 
a monochromatic P(k) 
Fig. 1. 
was then Rota’s idea, o)mpare [7], to ask about the validity of Ramsey’s theorem 
in linear lattices. 
The resulting theorem is the Ramsey theorem for vector-spaces of Graham, 
Leeb and Rothschild [6]. 
Notation 1.3. 2’(n, q) denotes the linear lattice of dimension n oler the field 
GF(q), q a prime-power. In other words .2?(n, q) is the lattice of subspaces 
(orderecJ by inclusion) of the n-.dimensional vector-space over (SF(q). Tk(n, q) 
denotes the kth level of L&r, q), viz. 9,(n, q! ={X~9(n, q) i dim X= k). 
Again recall that beneath each X E zk(n, q) there lies a copy of %(k, q), that 
means that {YE L!‘e(rr, q j 11’s X) forms a .S’{k, q)-sublattice of S’(n, q). 
As before we call a coloring (mapping) ,A : 5?e(n, q) + S ‘monochromatic’ iff 
A(Y) = A(Z) for all subspaces Y, Z~a(n, q) with dim Y = dim Z. 
Now the following theorem is the analog of Ramsey’s theorem if we replace 
power-set lattices by linear lattices: 
theorem 1.4 (Vector-space-Ramsey theorem, 163). Let q be Q prime-power and S, 
k be positive integers. Then there exists a positive integer n with the following 
property: 
(VSR) for every coloring A : %‘{n, q) + d :here exists an X E .9& (n, q) such that A 
restricted to the 9(k, q) lying beneath X is a monochromatic oloring, in 
other words A(Y) = A(Z) for all Y, Z c X with dim Y = dim Z. 
EW ntially the same diagram as Fig. 1 may be used to visualize the vector- 
space-‘Ramsey theorem (see Fig. 2). 
An analogous partition theorem is valid for the class of finite afhne lattices. 
denote the lattice of a ne subspaces of the n- 
dimensional a&rue space over G q). q a prime-power. .&(n, tf! z= 
{XE&,n,q;jdimX=irc) d level of J&n. q 1. 
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A acts arbitrar-T i I 
k' th level 
a monc'chromatic 
Fig. 2. 
A coloring 4 : dt rz, q) + 6 is called ‘monochromatic 
Ati’) for all Y, Z E &(n, q) with dim Y =dim Z. 
(k,q) 
provided that A( Y f = 
I.6 [O]. Let q be Q prime-power and lei 6, k be positive integers. Then 
there exists a positive integer n wifh the following property: 
(ASR) for every coloring A : d(n, q) 4 6 there exists an X E dk(n, q) such that A 
restricted to (Y E d(n, q) 1 Y E X} is a monochromatic coloring. 
All theorems mentroned may be visualized using diagrams as Fig. I or Fig. 2 if 
we replace the lattices P(n), Lf(n, q), . . . appropriately. This suggests the following 
definition. 
or; 1.7. Let L hc: a rfkite) ranked lattice (i.e. all maximal chains between 
two points Y, Z E t are of the same length). By kk =(XE L 1 rank X = k) wc 
denote the kth level of L. 
l[X) - (Y E L 1 Y s X) denotes the ideal lying beneath X. 
A class 2’ of (finite) ranked lattices has the Rtzmsey property iff for every pair 6, 
k of positive integers there exists a positive integer n with the following p,operty: 
WR) for every coloring A : L + i$ where L E 2 with rank L Z= n is arbitrarily, 
there exists an element X E Lk such that A restricted to I(X) is a mono- 
chromatic coloring, which means that A(Y) = A(Z) for all Y, ,Z s X which 
rank Y = rank 21. 
Let us now state a very general partition theoren which c:ornmonly generalizes 
Rar+?~v‘s theorem. the vector-space-Ramsey theorem as well as the partition 
theorem for affine spaces. Such a theorem was primarily suggested by C. Greene. 
Fix a prime-power q and let S be a set of atoms of the linear lattice 5?(n, q). s 
then generates :: certam sublattice of 5!?(n, q), say (S). In particular (S) is the 
subsr~ce lattice of a (ra ensional geometry which is representable 
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aver GF(q). 0n the other hand each finite geometry which may be represented 
over GF(q) has a subspace lattice of type (S) (for some S). 
Possible choices for S are eg.: 
(1) S forms a basis of the n-dimensional vector-space over GF(q). Then 
(S) = 9(n). 
(2) S contains all lines intersecting a given hyperplane which does not oxrtain 
the origin. Then (S) = &(n - 1, q). 
(3) S contains all atoms. Then (S) r= .Z’(n, q). 
By RZ(q) we denote the class of all (S), where S z Zs( n, q) is a set 
of atoms of Z(n, q) for some positive integer n. In other words R.=%‘(q) is the class 
of subspace lattices of finite geometries which are representable over GF(q). 
eorem 1.9 [lS]. For every prime-power q the class M(q) has the Ramsey 
property. In detail: for every pair 8. k of positive integers there exists a positive integer 
n such that for every L E R.Z(q), rank L 2 n and every coloring A : L -+ 5; hit: 
exists some X E Lk such that A a(zts monochromatically on I(X), viz. A(Y) = A(Z) 
for all Y, 2 s X with rank Y = rank 2. 
1.2. The theorem of Hales and Jewett 
The la’tices, resp. geometries, that we mentioned in the preceding section 
were strongly iniluenced by algesraic structures (viz. f-mite fields). Consider e.g. 
the affine lines in 
algebraic reasoning 
constitute a line. 
In this section we 
finite sets. In the 
‘parameter-w0rx.K. 
the 24imensional affine space over GF(3): without any 
it is not at all clear why the points (0, 0), (1,2), (2, 1) 
consider purely combinatorial structures, namely cubes over 
literatxe these cubes are known as ‘parameter-sets’ or 
Apart from their inherent beauty pacameter-sets are interesting because of the 
numerous applications they have in all parts of partition (Ramse;r) theory. In 
particular for proving algebraic partition theorems these parameter-sets are a 
common tool (e.g. Leeb’s Ramsey Theorem for the Deuber category [112-j). 
NOW let A be a f-mite set. The n-dimensional cube A” consists of all words of 
length IZ over A. 
By l-parameter-sets of A” we mean sets of t-ype ((aO, . . . , 
where the parameter A occurs at least once. 
Fig. 3a shows all l-parameter-sets of A ’ for a 3-element set A = (0, I, 2). 
Obviously each l-parameter-set in this purely co nse also forms an 
i? ne line in (CF(3))‘. 
not l-parameter-sets, these additio 
following. 
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Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b. 
.10 [lo]. Let A be a finite set. .For every positive integer 6 there exists a 
positive integer n such tlwt for every coloring A : A” + S of the O-parameter-sets of
A” there exists a monochromatic l-par&meter-set, that is a l-parameter-set with all 
its O-parameter-sets in one color. 
Generalizing these concepts a k-parameter-set of the n-dimensional cube A” is 
a set \x ’ the following form: 
{(a,. . . . . AoF . . . , hk+, . . . , a, AI) 1 ho, . . . , hk_l E A}. 
Again the parameters AO, . . . , hk_l have to occur at least once but they may 
occur several times. 
C)bvio&ly the two nrords (a, X0, Al, A,) and (a, Al, ho, A,) describe essentially 
the same 2-(dimensional subcti’~j~ of An. Ir order to prevent such ambiguous 
descriptions one could e.g. require that the first parameter which occurs is A*, the 
first occurrence of a parameter different h-om A0 should be Al and so on. 
But this is only a technical device. Since we are not going to prove anything 
about these parameter-sets we omit precise definitions and refer the interested 
reader to [8 or 11:. 
Let us state the main result. 
Jl. By ZrA1(n) we denote the lattice of parameter-sets of the n- 
dimensional cube An. 
4mem 1. [8]. Ler A be a finite alplzabet. Then the class {2?rA’(n) 1 n E o} has 
tlze Ramsey property. In detail: for every pair is, k of positive integers there exists a 
poqitiue integer n with the following property: 
d-or ever)! coloring d : .Y lA1( ~1) -+ S of the subcubes of An there exists a k - 
parameter-set X E ~E’i~‘(n) such rhat A(Y) = A(Z) for al1 subcubes Y, Z c X with 
dim I’ = dim Z. 
I .3. Further reuwks 
13.1. Partition lattices 
1.13. By 17(n) we tienote the lattice of equivalence relations of n = 
{o, . . . ) n - I}. 
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Now Ramsey’s theorem implies immediately that the class {n(n) 1 n E o) of 
finite partition lattices has the Ramsey property. 
1.3.2. Dual R amsey property 
. For lattices L we denote by L* the dual lattices. 
Since obviously P(n)*=$P(n) and (Z(ro, 4))” = 94~1, q) there is no need to 
mention dual Ramsey properties in case of Ramsey’s theorem and in the 
vector-space case. 
It is also well known that (II 1 n E o} has the dual Ramsey property, that is 
((n(n))* 1 n E o) has the property. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
1.12. 
The situation seems to be sligntly more complicated if we consider affine 
lattices. 
Conjecture 1.15. For every prime-power q the class {f&n, q))” 1 n E to) has the 
Ramsey property. 
Although we don’t know how to prove Conjecture 1 we have a still stronger 
conjecture, which is related to Theorem 1.9. 
Conjecture 1.16. For every prime-power q the class {(S}” 1 SE ?&(n, q), n E (II} 
has the Ramsey property. 
2. Categorical formuS 
In the preceding section ob, _ ;pp!s have been distinguished according to their 
dimension (rank). In particuiar Theorem 1.9 gives en example which deals with 
eventually non-isomorphic objects which still have equal dimension. 
Monochromaticity in this sense always meant ‘equal dimension implies equal 
color’. 
Now we are going to distinguish objects according to some isomorphism 
relation. 
The key-word for this approach is ‘partition properly‘ [I ccasionally it has 
turned out to be convenient to use the language of catego order to define 
the notion of partition property [6J* iiowever in this pap prefer to speak 
al:tiat classes X of objects (e.g. finite vector- with 21 b~~omja~ 
cie:z? XC*., l ) (which describes the subje relation). ‘Partition property’ then 
at is for any two o 
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$3 A, B ) represents the set of B-subobjects of A. Normally X(A, B) will be given 
as a set of embeddings f, g, h, . . . of into A. Embeddings f E X(A, B) and 
g E X(B, C) may ‘h>e composed yielding fg E %(A, C). This composition is associa- 
tive. 
After INhat has been declared desirable it should be clear that %(A, A) in a 
rigidified class can be thought as consisting of precisely one element, namely the 
identity. 
on 2.1. A class X furnished with a binolmial coefficient X(=, l ) has the 
partirion property with respect to an object C E X iff for every positive integer 6 and 
every object B E X there exists another object A E X wit:r the following property: 
(PP) for every coloring A : X(A, C) --+ S of the C-subobjects of A there exists a 
B-subobject of A, i.e. there exists a g E X(A, B), with all its C-subobjects 
co!ored with one color, in other words the induced coloring A, : X(B, C) + 
S by A,(h) =A(&) is a constant coloring. 
Ip*uitivelv we could say that a class X has the partition property with respect to 
an object C iff colorings of C-subobjects cannot prevent monochromatic objects. 
C‘on:J!cr for example the class FINSET of finite sets: objects are the nonnega- 
tive integers and embeddings fE FINSET(n, k) may be represented as strict.Iy 
monotone mappings f : k + n. Ramsey’s theorem then says, that the class FINSET 
has the partition property with respect to every object. Using this approach 
generally speaking a partition theorem says that ‘the class X has the partitioli 
property with respect to the object C’, resp. ‘the class X does not have tl-e 
partition prcperty with respect to the object C’. 
The rest of this section is concerned with partition properties of various classes 
of finite lattices. 
As usual an L-sublattice of a lattice M is given by an injection q : L + A4 which 
preserves joins and meets. 
2.1. Distributiuc lattices 
As far as finite distributive lattices are concerned the situation is completely 
c‘lear. 
r 
[9]. I%e class DISTR of finite distributive lattices has the partition 
property with respect to the power-set lattices p(n) and only with respect to these. 
The positive statement may be easily established using the partition 
eter sets [S], i.e, Theorem 1.17:. Remember that each finite 
own-set lattice p(n), w 
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sufficiently large. 
2.3. For every **‘pb 6, m, k of non~egaty’ue integers there exists a positive 
integer with the following propmy: for every coloting of the 9(k)-subkrt of 9(n) 
with S many colors there exists a 9(m)-sublattice of 9+(n) with all its P(k)- 
sublattices in the same color. 
Observe that for the 2-element set A = (0,l) each k-parameter-set in the 
n-dimensional cube A ” corresoonds (via the characteristic function) to a P(k)- 
sublattice of the power-set lattice 9(n) and vice versa. Thus the lemma follows in 
particular from Theorem 1.12. 
Now we come to prove the negative statement. 
a 2.4. For every finite distributive lattice H which is not a power-set lattice 
there exists a positive integer k such that for every power-set lattice P(n) there exists 
a 2-colotiqg of the H-sublattices of P(n) without any monochromatic 9(k)- 
sublattice. 
For simplicity let us prove this lemma for H = C3, the 3-element chain; for 
details set: [9]. We claim that it stices to take k = 2 (because 2 is the smallest 
integtx m such that g(m) contains H = CS). Let S be an arbitrary but tied total 
ordering of the elements of the power-set lattice P(n). For every 3-element chain 
X E Y E 2 in 9(n) consider the complementary chain X E Y* E 2, where Y* = 
XU(Z\ Y). 
Obviously Y** = Y, thus color the 3- element &am X z YE 2 red itf Y < Y** 
and blue else. 
Now by construction each P(2)-sublattice contains a 3-element chain in color 
red as well as a 3-element chain in color blue, see Fig. 4. 
x u (zyY*) = Y x u (ZXY) 
Fig. 3. 
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2.2. Linear lattices 
We have already looked at linear lattices in the preceding sections. There we 
considered ‘geometrical partition properties’, that is we asked about the Ramsey 
property of the class of finite linear lattices. 
Now we examine the (categorical) partition properties of the class of finlit: 
linear lattices. 
Although power-set lattices and linear lattices share many combinatorial prop- 
erties we shall shortly see that with respect to partition properties the class Lbf 
finite linear lattices behaves totally different from the class DISTR of finite 
distributive lattices. 
Notation 2.5. The trivial one-element lattic _ is called ‘point’. ‘Partition property 
with respect to points’ thus means ‘partition property with respect to the trivial 
0ne-element lattice’. 
Every 2?(0, q 1 is a point, therefore every point is in particular a linear lattice. 
Theorem 2.6. The class of finite Iinear lattices has the par&ion property with respect 
10 points and only with respect o points. 
?‘he proof of this theorem is based essentially on two observation, which follow 
immediately from modularity. 
Ob: :rzration 1. Every embedding cp :Z’(m, q) + 9 into a modular lattice pre- 
serves levels. that is CJ ilrducc: a strictly monotone mapping 4 : {O, . . . , n}-, 
(0, . , rank(L)} such that qp[ Fk(m, q)] z ZGCkj for every k s m. 
Moreover: the numbers G)(O), . . . , e(m) form an arithmetic progression, i.e. 
$(i+ lj-+(i;=@(j+l)-4(i) for ail i,j<m. 
Observa;i~n 2. Let 9 s a <: a + b < - - - < a f m - b =G n be an arithmetic progres- 
sion. Then there exis:s an embedding q : .Y(m, q) + 3’(u, q) such that G(k) = 
a + k * b for every 0s k < w. 
Prooof of Theorem 2.6. 
We show first that the class of linear lattices has the parrition propert] with 
respect to points. For that purpose we show how one can obtain a monochromatic 
A ( HZ, q j. 
By the vector-space-Ramsey theorem (Theorem 1.4) one can restrict the 
c~~nsidorations to colorings A : Lf(n, q) -+ 6, where n is suficiently large and which 
are monochrclmatic in the sense of Detinition 1.7, a.e. A 1 Lf,(n, q) = const for 
every k 6 n, This induces a coloring A’ : n -+ 6 with A”(k) = A(X) for any X E 
Z,!:?, q ). By van der Waerden’s result on arithmetic progressions there exists an 
aritt-meti~progression a,a+b,...,a+m*b such that ~‘(a)=...=A’!a+ntb). 
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By Observation 2 then there exists an embedding rp : .%(m, q) + Z( n, q) with 
$(k)=u+k -6 for every k S m. 53% =V construction q represents a mon3- & 
chromatic .%‘(m, q)-sublattice of .%‘(a, q). 
We show next that the class of finite linear lattices does not have the partition 
property with respect to linear lattices which contain more than just one point. 
Let S(m, q) be a linear lattice which coF+*ins more t an one point, thus m is a 
positive integer. 
We claim that for every linear lattice 9(n, q’) there exists a 2-coloring of the 
.9(m, q)-sublattices such that A?(& q’) does not contain any monochromatic 
S’(2 9 m, q) sublattice. 
Let A* : [ml2 + 2 be a 2-coloring of the ‘t-element subsets of nonnegative 
integers such that there is no monochromatic 3-element arithmetic progression, 
i.e. we have d*(a, Q + b} f A”{u, a + 2b) for all nonnegative integers a and 
positive integers b. 
E.g. A*(tz,u+b}=O iff f1=2~*r with pIrfOmod(2) and A*{u,u+b}=l 
otherwise. 
We still have to define an appropriate 2-coloring of the .Zf(m, q)-sublattices of 
.=%, 4’). Let Q : =Ww 4) --j S’(n, q’) be any embedding. Put 
NQP) = A*~WO, 4bn~~. 
This coloring has the desired properties. Let Q~, Q, : s(m, q) + 9(2m, q) be two 
embeddings of Z’(m, q) into 3(2m, q) such that 
Go(k) = k and G,(k) = 2k for 0~ k sm. 
Such embeddings exist by Observation 2. 
For every embedding + : 9(2m, q) + Z(n, q) then follows: 
A (IcI(po) =A x(~4o(O), $4O(m)I = A *($(O), &m )) 
# A*($(O), $(2m)I (by Observation I) 
= Abet&, &MN) = N#QI) 
and thus every 5’!.2m, q)-sublattice of .Z(n, q’) contains differently colored 
A?( m, q)-sublattic~s. 
2 3. Geomeh=ic arguesian lattices 
it is well known that the geometric arguesian lattices are preciseI) the: products 
of linear lattices, ccmpars e.g. [j]. Using a standard product-argumer:t [3] it is 
immediately clear, that the class of fin metric lrguesian lattices 
partition property with respect to points. 
have any further parti properties we need to improve the methods that were 
used for the proof of 
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Then there exists 42 finite geometric arguesia lattice A with the fallowing propem. 
tier every fkite modular lattice there exists a Zcoloring of its L-sublattices 
sluciz thcd$ every A-sublattice of* M contains differently colored L-swtkttices. 
P~roaaf. Let 63: L ---, Z(m,, ql) x l l l x9(ml, Q) he an embedding of E into cz 
product of linear lattices, such that there exist two points a, b E L with rank(a)<: 
rank(L ), @(a)=(a,,a,,..., Q ) and e(B) I= (b,, u2, . . . , a,). Such an embedding 
exists, since L contains more than one point. 
Now obviously @@a) = rank(a,) + - l l +rank(al) and b(b) = rank(bl) + l 9 l 
+ rank(a! ). Wc claim that the finite ,eometric arguesian Iattice 
A =.4P(2m*,q,)>:~(m.2,qZ)X’ l +G?(m,,q[) 
has the desired propcities. 
Let M be any finite modular- lattice and let cp : L - A4 be an embedding. Put 
A(@ = A”{rank(cpa), rank(&)}, 
where A * is as before. Let qo, c?1 : .Y(rn,, ql) + .3(2m,, ql) be two embeddings 
with 
Such embeddings exist by Observation 2. 
For every cmbf:dding # : 3(2m,, ql) x Y(Q, q2) x . . . x 9(m,, ql) -+ M then fol- 
lows 
A(~.(cp,,xidx”..xid)*0) 
= A*{&(2 * rank(qi)+rank(az)+* * l +rank(al), 
$(2 l rank@,) + rank&) + l l . + rank&\} I 
f A*{& l rank(al) +rank(a,) + t - l +rank(a()), 
$(2. rank(a,)+rank(a2)+= 9 l +rank(al)+rankfb,)-rank(at))} 
=A(~.(cp,xidx*.*?(id)*g), 
and ,thus every A-sublattice of M contains difierently colored L-sublattices. 
3. The c!ass of finite geometric argwesian lattices has the partition 
property wiLth respect o points and only with respect o points. 
A slightly more general formulation yields: 
1. The class of s&lattices of finite arguesian lattices has +.‘&c partition 
property with !pespect to points and only with respect o points. 
2.4. blodular lattices 
In order to show that also the class of finite moduar lattices has the partitio 
property with respect to eed another idea. For that purpose we sha 
prove a partition core prodr~cts of certai 
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bras. T‘lis result follows immediately from the theorem of Hales and Jewett [lOI 
(i.e. Theorem 1.10). 
. Let .d = (A, (ri)iea) be arl algebra3 that is each ri is an operation 
ri :/pi) --+ A on A. Let I c -A be the set of idempotents of Se, that is each a E I is 
closed under the operations (ri)iEa. Finally let 6 be a positive integer. Then there 
exists a positive integer n with the following property: 
Consider d”, the nth power of d, i.e. sip” = (A”, (r&J. Then for even, 6- 
coloring of the idempotents of d” there exists an d-subalgebra with all its 
idempoterds in one co2or. 
Let .& and 6 be given. Apply the theorem of Hales and Jewett (i.z. 
Theoiem 11.10) in order to obtain n such that for every S-coloring of r” there 
extsts a monochromatic l-dimensional subcube. Observe that f” is precisely the 
set of idempotents of #. Hence the theorem follows immediately. 
An analogous result has also been proved by JeZek, NeSeti% and Rijdl 1151. 
Using an induced version of Hales-Jewett’s theorem one may obtain a slightly 
stronger form of Theorem 2.10, see [4]. 
For thz class of finite modular lattices this yields the following. 
eomm 2.11. The class of finite modular lattices has the partition propem; with 
respect to points. ‘_r;he class of finite modular la&es does not have the pxtition 
property ii;ith respecl to any sublattice of finite geometric arguesian lattices which 
contains more than one point. 
f, The positive part of Theorem 2.11 follows from Theorem 2.10, the 
negative, part follows from Lemma 2.7. 
Since there exist finite modular lattices which are not sublattices of geometric 
arguesian lattices (e.g. non+rguesian projective planes) Theorem 2.11 does not 
give a copnplete description ctf the partition properties of finite modular lattices. 
The class of finite ular lattices has t e partition pr opertv 
with respect to points and only with respect to points. 
Not much is known about the partition erties o era1 lattices. ram 
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Furthermore, PdegetZil and Mdl [13] very recently proved that the class oi finite 
partition lattices has the partition property with respect to edges, that is with 
respect to 2-ellement lattices. 
One of the major problems in partition (Ramsey) theory for lattices is to deiive 
further partition prolierties of the class of finite partition lattices. By the result of 
Pudlak and Ttima [16] this is essentially the same question as the quck>tion about 
the partition properties of the class of all finite lattices. 
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